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INTRODUCTION 

The Turks who conquered India were not mere barbarians. They had a genius for 

arch1tecture According to Fergusson. "Nothing could be more brilliant. and at the same time 

more ciaracteristuc, than the commencement of the architectural career of these Pathans in 

India. A nation of soldiers cquipped for conquest and that only. they of course brought with 

them neither artists nor architects, but like all nations of Turkanian origin. they had strong 

architectural instincts, and having a style of their own, they could hardly go wrong in any 

arch1tectural project they might attempts. 
According to John Marshall, "By the close of the twelfth century. then when the 

Muslims estaDlished their power permanently to India, it was not longer a case of their having 

to be tortured by their new subjccts in the art of building. they themselves were already 

posseseu oI a hignly-developed architecture of their own. as varicd and magnificent as the 

contemporary architecture of Christian Europe and the Muslims moreover, who conquered 

India - men of Atghan. Persian and Turki blood -were endowed with remarkably good taste 

and natural talent for building. The picture that some writers have drawn of them as wild and 

semi-barbarous hill-men descending on an ancient and vastly superior civilizalion, is far from 

the truth. hat they were brutal fighters, without any of the chivairy for example of the 

Kajputs and that they were capabie of acts of savagery and gross intemperance, may be 

conceded. But these were vices common in those ages to most Asiatic nations and did not 

preclude them any more than they had precluded the Ghanavids from participating in the 

prevalent culture and arts of Islam. Qutb-ud-Din Aibak was nuthless enough to enslave 

enmasse the population of Kalinjar. but he also hada genius and imagination to create a 

mosque as superb as any in Islam, and though Ala-ud-Dian Khalji slaughtered thousands of 

Mongols in cold blood at Delhi. he was the author of buildings of unexampled gracc and 

nobility. Doubtless it was due in a greal measure to this inborm arlistry. coupled with a natural 

catholicity of taste. that the new-corners were so quick opreciate the talent and 

adaptab1lity of the Indian craftsmen and lo fum these qualitics to, account on their own 

buildings 

t is not correct to descnbe the architeture ot the Stultanate period as "Indo-Saracenic 
or Pathan' as done by scholars like Fergusson. Likewise,. it is not correct to descrihe it as 

circly Indian n "soul and body as done by Havel. As a mater of lact, there was a hlending 

of ndian and Islamic styles. Sir Johun Mashall rightly points out that "Inda-Islamic art is not 
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merely a leCal variety of 1slamic art Tikewise, it is merely "a modiicd Tomy o Hindu Art. 

Broadly speaking Indo-1slamic architecture derives its character trm both sourues, though 

not always in an cqual degree 

Belore the coming of the Muslims to India. there already exIsted im this country what 

are known as Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jain styles of archilecture. The Muslims also 

brought with them the arts of diferent parts of westerm and central Asia, Northem Africa and 

Soulh- W estern Europe. The mingling of the sty les brought inta exisicnce a new styic 

Indian architecturc. In the case of Delhi, the Islamic influence predominatcu. "At Jaunpur, on 

the other hand, and in the Deccan, the local style enjoyed gratcd ascendancy, whie in Bengal 

the cenquerors not only adopted the fashion of building in brick but adorned their structures 

with chiseled and moulded enrichments frankly imitated Irom Hindu prototy pes. So too in 

Westerm India they appropriated to themselves almost en block the beautiful Gujrati style. 

which has yielded some of the finest buildings of medieval India. and in Kashmir they did the 

same with the stnking wooden archilecture which must have been long prevalent in that part 

of the Himalayas." 
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CHAPIER-

DEVELOPMENT OF ART& ARCHITECTURE DURING THE 
DELHI SULTANATE PERIOD 

SLAVE DYNASTY: 

he loundcr of the so called Slave Dynasty was Qutubuddin Aibak. Seme of the 

most imporfant Architectural examples of Slave Dynasty arc as under 

( wwal-u-slam Mosque: 

Qutubuddin Aibak constructed the first Mosque called "Quwaat-ul-Islam 

Mosque Some scholars say that its construction started in 1195 AD and was 

finished in |199 AD. Some scholars also say that this mosque was constructcd 

by deseerating a Vishnu Temple whereas the other scholars hold that it was 

Cconstructed before the coming of the Pithora. At this site many temples were 

being constructed betore the coming of the lurks. Atler their viclory m ir 

battle. the Turks with the help of the existing building material und builders 

constructed pulpit made lor the temple into a courty ard surrounded by the wall 

The greatest specialty of this mosque is its great Maksura and connected Kibla 

Diwan. To decorate "The Maksura' inlay work in the fornn of straight lines or 

geometrical designs and lowers and leaves are used. In this building the 

strength and beauty of lstamic architecture are manitested. 

Tt consisted of an open quadrangle enclosed by colonnades of which the 

westerm one constitutes the prayer chamber. Seen from within or without, the 

building. as originally designcd. presented an essentially flindu Appearance. 

Half of the plinth on which it stood was actually the hasement of a Hidnu 

temple and rest of the structure was composed of materials from the 27 shirines 

of the Hindus. In 1198, an arches sereen of Muhammadan design was thrown 

across the whole front of the prayer chamber. It is pointed out that the screen is 

not an architectural success, 

wwwwwwwwwww 
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(i Qutab Minar: 

Aibak began the construction of the 

second important building called 

Qutub Minar. According to srme 

historians, this tower was being 

constructcd basically to summon all 

the Muslims for the purpse o 
Namaz bur other historians hold that 

it was connected with Turkish 

Achievements of victory. They said 

that it was constructed to make their 

victory famous and the memory 

immortal like those at Chittor and 

Mandu. The credit for completing 
this building goes to ltutmish. Only a portion of the first storey was constructed 

by Qutub-ud-Din Aibaq and the rest was completed by Itutmish. The lnwer was 

originally714 meters or 225 fects high. Some historians hold that lltutmish 

constructed this toer in the memory of popular Sufi Saint Qutubuddin 

Bakhtiar Kaki. The circumference at the base is 15 meters reduced by just 3 

meters at the top. In the time of Finuj Shah Tuglaq the Minar was struck by 

lightning and the fourth storey was dismantled and replaced hy two small ones. 

Its height was also raised to 914 meters or 234 feet. In I503. the Minar was 

again restorcd and its upper storeys were repaired. At a small distance very 

beauti ful carving is done on stones. At the end of each storey there is an 

enclosed space for being able to go round it. There are five storeys in all. There 

is a balcony which makes each storey link separate from the other whereas 

inside the tower there Is no special roof for each story. It hus been constructed 

of red sandstones totally. Percy brown has praised its art highly. Dr. Nandlal 

Chatterji has written about t that the Qutub Minar has been constructed in 

Muslim style. Under the supervisions of Muslim builders the Hindu Artisans 

shave made it in much a way that some characteristics of Hindu style are also 

VIsible in it. 

wwwwwwwwwww* wwwwwwww wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww. 
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(ii) The Tomb of litutmish: 

his tormb s unpretentious in its form and dimensions. It is a simple square 

chamber. However, its decoration is very claborate. AImost the entire surface of 

the walls within is covered from floor to ceiling with Auranic texts. 

(iv) The Sultan Ghar: 
This was built in 1231-32 A.D. its plan is not like the Tomb of ltutmish or of 

any other tomb in India. It stands in the middle of a square fortress-like 

enclosure with round turrets at the four corners. Most of the enclosure is of grey 

granite, but the mosque and cntrance portico and the exterior facing of the tomb 

are of white marble. 

(v) The Arhal-Din-Ka-Jhompra: 

This was built at Ajmer in 1200 A.D. by Qutb-ud-Din Aibaq. Probably it was 

also constructed by breaking a Buddhist monastery. Later on. ltutmish 

beautified it with a secreen. According to Sir John Marshal, it is so called 

because it was really built in 24 days. But according to Percy Brown here necar 

hut there used to be a fair for 2 days, that is why it is so called. The view 

that the building was originally built within two and a half days is not accepted 

and its suggested that it might have laken two and a hall years to construct it. 

(vi) The Tomb of Balban: 

This is a simple structure comprising a square domed chamber. 38 inches 

across, with an arched enirance in each ot ils sites and a smaller chamber to the 

East and West. Untortunately, every trace of decoration has disappeared from 

the tomb and what is left is a mere shell. However. the presence of arches built 

on the scientific principles given Is of great importance. It is a symbol of a 

reaction against the Hindu influences of the Hindu Artisans. 

wwww 
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CHAPTER-II 

TURKISH STYLE ARCHES IN INDIA 

Khilji Dynasty: 
Allauddin Khilji had a great love for architecture. It is said the he got buildings 

constructca right trom the time of his reign to his death. Sune or the important 

constructions o1 his period are as under. 

(a) Sri Village : AIlauddin Khilji got a new city constructed in Sri Village. a lew 

Ometers Irom Qutub Minar, in about 1303. He made it his capital. Siri was 

constructed in order to protect the population of the suburbs of Delhi 
Untortunately nothing is left of this city now. Only some fragments of the 

cncireling walls of the city are now left. Zia-ud-Din Barani has called this city 

as Naya Nagar and has vIVIdly described many of is buildings. Even the walls 

o1 the city throw some light on the milhtary architecture of that period. 

Allauddin Khilji got a Quwwat-ul-Islam Mosque extended aund built a grand 

doorway at its entrance. It is said that Allauddin Khilji wanted to build another 

tower higher than the Qurub Minar but he died before its completion. 

(b) Alai Darwaza Allauddin Khilji got 

another gateway constructed near Qutub 

Minar called Alai Darwaza. According to 

Sir John Marshal, "Allai Darwaza is an 

invaluable treasure ot Islamic architecture." 

It is built on a rased platlorm on which 

beautiful creepers etC. are carved. On it 

there is a beautiful combination of red 

sandstone and marble. The engravings from 

Quran are beautifully engraved on it with 

uniquc balance in this arches. On top of 

I8 a down on which scientihiC method was rightly used tor the first time 
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(c) Hauz Khas:- It is said that Allauddin Khilji got a lank constructed near Siri 

village which was called a Hauz-Khas or Hauz-i-Allai. This tanks was sprcad 

ovcr an arca ot more than seventy acres of land and was surrounded by a wall 

made ot stone and lime mixture. Probably later on it was filled with mud and 

was cleancd by Firoz Sshah Tuglaq in 1354 A.D. On the basis of memories of 

Taimur it can be said that his tank supplied water to the city throughout the 

ycar. 

(d) Jamaat Khana Mosque:- Allauddin Khilji also constructed Jammat Khana 

Mosque near the Dargah of Nizamuddin Aulia. This is in the village of 

Malikpur near old Delhi. Nasiruddin Mahmud, eldest son of ltutmish. was 

buried here. It was constructed entirely is 1sJamie style. The bonds supporting 

the arch are inscribed with lotus (flower) and Quranic Aiats. The Jammai Khana 

Masjid is the carliest example in India of a mosque built wholly in accordancec 

with Muslim ideas and with materials especially quarried for the purpose. It is 

of red sandstone and consists of three chambers. Originally the buildng was 

ntended not as a mosque but as a tomb for Shaikh Nizam-ud-Din and consisted 

of the central chamber only. The side wins were added in the beginning of the 

I uglaq Dymasty when it was converted into a mosque. 

Tuglaq Dydnasty: 
There was a change in the art ot architecture under the Tuglaq period. Lavish 

display of ornaments and richness of details gave place to puritanical simplicity. This 

change was due partly to the general revulsion of teeling against the exCesses of the 

Khilji Regime. The extreme religious bigotry of the Tughlaw period was also 

responsible for the change. There was also a decay of skilled craftsmanship during the 

reign of Muhammad Tuglaq on account of the wholesale shifting of the population of 

Delhi to Daulatabad. 

wwwwwwwwwwwwwww**** wwwwwwwwwwwwww.wwwwwwwww. 
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() Gyasuddin Tughlaq 
(a) City of Tughlaqbad:- The founder of the Tughlaq Dynasty. Gyasuddin 

Tuglaq founded the city of Tughlaqabad to the cast of Qutub Minar. On 

the basis of some remains and ruins of this city it can be casily guessed 
that the royal place of this city must have been a beautiful work of art 

(6) Fort of Tughlaqabad:- The foundation of this fort is deep and the walls 

are thick. LIke the Pyaramids of Egypt. its walls are inclined towaras 

imside. 

(C) Huge Artifical Lake:- Near this fort was constructed a huge artificial 

ake by arresting the water of river Jammuna 

(d)Tomb of Gyasuddin Tuglaq:- Near this lake is the tomb of Giyasuddin 
ughlaq which points to a new architectural style. To gve the 

Ppearance ot hid the building is constructed on a huge platform and on 

top a beautiful marble dome was constructed On the top of the dome 

there is the pitcher in Hindu style in temple. 

(i) Muhammad Tughlaq 

(a)Small Fortress of Adilabad - During the lirst two years of his reign. 

Muhammad Tuglaq founded the small Fortress of Adilabad. It is situated 

near Tughlaqabad. In other words we can also say that Adilabad was 

merely an outwork of the larger city of Tughlagabad and was almost 

identical with it in style 
(b) City of Jahan Panah:- It 1s said that after transferring his capital 

Daulatabad, Muharnmad Tuglaq constructed a new city "Jahan Panah 
between Rai Pithora and Siri. 

(cFiroz Shah Tuglaq;- Firoz Shah Tuglag was very fond of architecture. 

During the ime of iroz Shah Tuglaq. the characteristics of Tuglaq 

architecture, the real reclining walls, were abandoned completely, In his 

time uncared stones were used in large quantity as a result of which 

buildings lack beauty of architecture. 

*w wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww. wwww.wwwwww* 
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Sayyid Dynasty: 
The period of the Sayyid was a period of disorder and war. The historical 

buildings constructed during this period can just be called an unsuccessful limitation o 
the Khilji buildings Because of the lack of financial resources. the buildings were 

constructed or very low standard material. Today only their ruins can be seen. The 

main building and cities of this period are following 
(a) City of Khizrabad and Mubarakabad:. During this period Khizr Khan 

built of Khizrabad and Mubarakshah the city of Mubarakbad. 

(6) Tomb of Sultan Mubarakshah:- The tomb of Sultan Mubarakshan s 

Situated in the village of Mubarakpur, surrounded by his verandahs. The 

top of the dome was decorated with Decpak' (lamp). This building is so 

high that visitors see it with difficulty 

(c) Tomb of Mohammad Shah:- Another famous Syyid building is Tomb 

Mohammad Shah. It is a building with eight sides. An eflort is made to 

lessen the defect of excessive height of the tomb of Mubarakshah. 

4. Lodhi Dynasty: 

Lodhi Sultans carricd further the tradition of mixture of Tuglaq and Turkish 

style of Architecture. In their building beams both are used and also the halconies. 

caves and mandaps in the Rajasthani and Gujarati style. Lodhi Sultans used a new style 

as well, eg. construction of tonbs en a raiscd platform so that they can appear to be 

lotty and huge. The foundation of the buildings was laid so deep that many of these 

buildings are existing even today. Some other characteristics of the buildings of this 

period were uniformity of the buildings. vast chambers, high domes, arched doors etc. 

duning this period some tombs were constructed within the parks. 

(a) The Tomb of Sikander Lod hi:- The Tomb of Sikandar Lodhi was 

constructed within the Lodhi Gardens. Some tombs of this period were 

octagonal. Some of these characteristics were adopted later on by the 

Mughals also. In this pernod the outer layer of the domes were decorated 

with coloured covering. The tomb of Sikander ILodhi is the hest building 

ww 
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of this period built in l17 AD by Ihrahim I idhi The tomb is sttuated in 

big surrounding wall and its domc is surrounded by an umbrella witn 

cight pillars 

Mosques: Among the 

mosques o the Lodhi 

period. thc mosque built by 
the wazir of Sikander lLodhi 

called 'Moti ki Masjid' was 

the best. In other words we 

can say that "Moti ki 

Masid is considered to be the finest specimen of the architecture of the 

Lodhis. 

(c) Tombs of the Nobles:. The tombs of nobles are not without much 

dignity and strength and the most important among them arc the tombs o 

Bare Khan and Chhote Khan, the Bara Giumbad. the Shish Gumbad. the 

tomb of Shihad-ud-Din, Taj Khan, Dadi ka Giumbad and Poti ka 

Gumbad. 
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CHAPTER-1I 

PROVINCIAL ARCHITECTUREs 

No account of the architecture of the Sultanate period will be complete wihou" a 

eference to the architecture of the various provinces which hecame independent or Dein 

The provincial archilcctures were similar to Delhi architecture but in certain respects they 

ditlered. ne ruics o Varous provinces could not attord t0 spend as mucn money as un 

Sultans of Delhi did. Morcover. provincial architecture was very much influenced by the local 

art traditions or pre-l urkish period. The peculiar conditions prevailing in various provinces 

also affected their art. 

(i) Mulltan 
Multan was one of the carliest cities to be occupied by the Muhammadans. During the 

several centuries ol continuous Muslim rule, many monuments of importance must have been 

erected in the city. The earliest buildings were two mosques. 

ii) Bengal 
The Bengal School of Architecture is a class by itself and is inferior to most of the 

ther provincial architectures in design. execution, finish and decoration. The buildings of this 

period in Bengal were largely made of bricks and stone was very rarely used. 

The Eklakhi Tomb are Pandua is the tomb of Jalal-ud-Din Muhammad Saha who was 

the son of Raja Kans, According to Sir John Marshal, this tomb is one of the finest in Bengal 

and peculiarly interesting as the prototype on which many mosques in that part of India were 

uhscquently modeled. The design is simple and the fabric is of brick. 

The Sath Gumbad mosque was constracted about 1459 AD. It is noteworthy for its 

Umet turtets and the unusual treatment of ts trontal comice. The nterior is a fine spacious 

apartment. 
The Lotan Masjid is the best surviving example of the type of mosque peculiar to 

engal. It is said to take its name from a favourite dancing of Yusut Shah (1474-81). 

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww wwwwwwww* 11 
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(i) Gujarat: 
The Cujarat styie ot architecture was probably the finest and most beautiful of all the 

owincial architectures. he Tin Darwaza was the principle entrance to the outer courty ard o 
the place It 1s S/ teet n thickness The charm of this gateway lies in its perfectuly 

proportioned and delicately framed archways 

The Tomb of Darya Khan (1453) is permeated with a strong Persian spirit. t s an 

nposing square suructure with a lotty central dome and lower domed verandahs on its TOur 

sidcs 

The Mosque of Rani Sipari (1514) was considered by Fergusson as one of he mos 
exquisite structures in the world. According to Sir John Marshall, it is difficult to single out a 

building in the whole world in which the parts are more harmoniously blended or in whicn 

balance. symmetry and decorative rhythm combine to produce a more perfect eftect. 

(iv) Malwa:-

Malwa envolved a distinct style of architecture. There are two mosques at Dhar which 

was the original capital of Malwa The one mosque was originally a Sanskrit College which 

was aftached to a Hindu temple. Even now, it is known as Bhojashala. It was later on 

converted into a mosquc. The second mosque was built out of the materials of Hindu 

buzlidings. The pillars and tombs are Hindu in form. 

() Jaunpur 

It is unfortunate that many very fine monuments of Jaunpur were destroyed or 

mutilated by the Lodis atter its annexation, bul there area lew which have come down to us. 
Ihe Masjid and Fort of Ibrahim Naib Barbak were built respectively in 1376 and 1377. 
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CHAPTER Iy 

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE ARCHITECTURE 
DURING TIE SULTANATE PERIOD 

Sc teatures of the architecture during the Sultanate period may be estimated 

under these head as given blow 

()A Misture of Indian and Iranian Styles 
C it salient features of the Delhi Sultanate Architccture was that fron the 

Ey eginining there was the mixing of Indian and Iranian of P'ersia and Central Asia 

ul they had not brought with them the builders. The first need of the new nulers was 

resudecitial hoUses and prayers mosques. So with the help of Indian Artisans they built 

these buildings in the last time The initial buildings of the Truks show that Indian 

Nty ie was adopted in them It was due to two reasms, 

(a) istly, the builders were Indians, and 

b) econdly. they were constructed out of the temples broken during the war. 

A good example of such type of architecture is the Quwat-ul-Hslam Mosque of 

Delhi 

(i) Pointed Arch; Narrow and High Tower and uve af Domes:-

A look at the towers palaces. mosques. [orts and tombs of this period shows that 

during this period gencrally pointed Archs like the English alphabct "B in Reverse 

Shape and very high towers were uscd. The pointed archs did not rest on any support 

Du hc stones were arranged in slantimg Way to give it that shape. In many tombs semi-

circular domes were made A good example of such type of architecture is Tomb of 

Gay asuddin and "Qutub Minar both the constructions were constructed during 

Sultanate pericod. "utub Minar" is a good example of the tower getting narrower as it 

aftains height. 
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New style Places of Worship:-
(i) 

The urkIsh Sulians started a new style of constructing places ot worsnip oy 

desecrating the tempies and constrnucting mosques out of them. This was a new thing ot 

India becausc none ot the proceeding invaders had before them resorted to this practice 

of breaking the wusnipping places of other religious and convert them into their on 

The Quwal-ul-islam Mosque" in Delhi was constructed over a broken tempie tne 

mosque in AJmer called "Adai-din-ka-Jhonpada" was constructed either after breaking 

"Buddhist Monastery or a "lindu Temple". These places of worship werc neitner 

decorated with statues nor with human paintings. They had a huge chamber. 

(iv) Tombs of New Style: 

Tombs were constructed during the Sultanate period often in memory of 

Sultans, big Amirs and many Sufi saints. The size and design of these tombs were not 

altke, c.g during the time of Firoz Tughlaq Octagonal or for his Wazir-Khan-i-Jahan 

Telangani, cight-doored tombs were constructed. Sayyids and Lodhis aso constructed 

octagonical tombs. 

(v)Many type of Stones and good quality Lime was used: 

During the Sultanate period many coloured stones like red, light black. yellow 

and white marbles were used. During this period huge buildings were constructed 

without supporting pillars and to keep them togetheT very gocod quality of lime was 

used 

()Scientifie Constructions 
During the Sultanate period buikdings were constructed in a scientific manner 

a thing which they had icarned from the Arabs. In fact this scientific building was not 

an original invention of Arahs also. They had adopied i frorm Byzantine Empire. They 

were the first in India to use large scale arches and domes in their buildings. Before 

their advent the style of building arch was to narow the distance between al the stone 

till it became narrow enough to keep jut a stone at the top. The furkish Sultans used 

hoth stone and beam to build dome and arch. By this method they were able t 

Construct high square or round domes which made the buildings look grand and huge 
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New style of decorating the buildings: 

During the Sultanate period human and animal figures were not used to decorate 

the buildings but rather various types of lowens and leaves. geometrical designs or e 

Ouranic Ayats were uscd for this purpose. This method of embellishing the buildings is 

called the Arabic method but with the passes of time the Delhi Sultans adopted certain 

Hindu ciements of embellishments also like the lotus, swastic, creepers, bells, Katas 
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CHAPTER-V 

NATURE OF THE ART& ARCHITECTURE DURING THE SULTANATE PERIOD 

The amalgamation of the foreign and native style of architecture was made possible by 

ain factors. I hc 1urks In india had to cmploy Indian craftsmen and sculptors who had 

heir own ideas aour tne rom ana method of construction and consequently they were aD 

to introduce nto Musim buldings their own ideas. Moreover. the Muslims used the 

materials of Hindu and Jain temples tor their mosques, tombs and palaces and this fact also 

affected the Muslim buiidings in the country. There were also certain resemblances in the 

Muslim and Hlindu buildings which enabled the Muslims to convert the temples into mosques 

olishing thcit flat roofs and providing domes and minarets in their places. Sir John 

Marshall has rightly pointed out that one fcature common to Hindu tenmples and Muslim 

mosqucs was "the openi court chcormpassed by chambers of colonnades and such temples as 

were built on this plan naturally lent themselves to conversion into mosques and would be the 

first to he adaptcd tor that purpose by the conquerors. Again, a fundamental characteristic that 

supplied a common link between the styles was the fact that both Islamic and Hindu arts were 

nherently decorative Ormament was as vItal to the one as to the other, both were dependent 

on it for their being 

About the architecture of the Sultanate period, il is stated thal the carlier buildings with 

UC evccption of the Qutub Minar were built on dciective and crude architectural principles 

acked corTect proportions and symmetry. he arches were taulty. The domes were 

unicd. ugly and crude. The front walls or tacades of the mosques were disproportionately 

ng an air of disharmony. However. when we observe the buildings of the middle and 

Sultanate period. such as Khalji buildings. the Lodi Tombs, Moth-Ki-Masjid. Jamali 

asjt nd Purana Quila harmony. symnetr and grace greet our cyes. Ihe arches are now 

CoTectly built, the domes are higher and well proportioned. the front walls of the 

are lower and match well with the general scheme of Duildings, omamental devices 

cd, newer forms of structures such as halconies. kiosks are neatly blended with the 

iiding pattern. A happy blending of Hindu motits and building devices with the 

architectural sty le is noticeable. The use of bncks, beams. balconies. flowery designs 

ncs, ctc. is extensive. The use of marble as a building matcrials is rare. Grey stone. 
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nd 
ubble are the stock materials used. The Sultanate monuments are singularly devond 

lime a 

of grace 

eaCC. There is not a single minaret of the Mughal type in the entire range of Sultana 

hutkdings 

According to Sn Henry Sharpe, "The monotheistic Puritanism of Islam delighted in the 

hcity of the unbroken dome, the pain symbolism of the pointed arch and the slendemess 
simplicit 

of the minaret. Hindu poiytheism, on the other hand, invited to variety and complexity of 

m and the decoration of every part with deep base relief and the human figure... 1hc 

rors could not tail to be influenced by the arts which had flourished around ne 

Hindu ornament began to invade the simple Islamic forms. The plain severity of the dome 

submitted to the imposition the Kalasha or ornate lotus-cresting. and its metal finial gave 

place to an claborale carving in slone. Moreover, the Muhammadas learmed from the Hindus 

lessons in the proportionate massing of buildinggs and the disposition of their parts. Lack of 

symmetry was remedicu and in the tombs of lIsa Khan and Humayun, we find a splendid 

synthesis of Muslim ideas and Hindu methods of treatment. 
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Roya 9ainting worsShops appear te have fiourishe under more liberal rulers bur wcre 

dishanuce ie whe Conser ates came o the throne. Na man cxampies f llustratc 
createc unaer the elh Sultanates nave survived. bur an interesting copy of the 

manuscripls 

othe so0 O mgs. createc it the miG Sth centur under Lodi rulc. nares 
Shahnama. 

relationsnf npraai paintings. Man o the womer in the iiusura a 
closc 

cpr enicted with ul orcast ane smal waists, with the iower foids o their garments arrangece 
sti if riangles. Suct mag contrasts sharpl; o Persiar illustrations of the Shahnama Other 

common icatures ha appear in manuscripts during the 5th century that are bascc on 

ndiar traditions inciuue groups Deopie in serriee rows an� identica pOses, nartow bunas 

decoratior tha ur acrosi the width of the composition. and bright and unusual colours that 

replace the modulatee colous ypIcall; found in carlier Timuri� painting. Thus, we may now 

ump e the conclusio thar ar anc architecture of the elhi Sultanate perio� can never be 
subsidee anc underminec 
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